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Here, we investigate the e↵ects of laser polarization and wavelength on electron injection dynamics in a laser
wakefield accelerator. During the ionization process, electrons gain residual momentum and kinetic energy
via above threshold ionization, which has a strong dependence on laser polarization. A circularly polarized
laser pulse results in a much higher residual momentum and kinetic energy gain for the ionized electrons
compared with the linearly polarized case. This residual momentum results in particle injection because of
the sensitivity of particle trapping to the initial conditions and enhanced the total injected beam charge in
both experiments and particle-in-cell simulations. Due to the strong correlation of above threshold ionization
with laser wavelength, in this work we extended the investigation to long wavelength (up to 20 µm) drive
pulses using particle-in-cell simulations. Owing to the gain in kinetic energy, it may be expected that the
charge trapped would consistently increase for circular polarization with increasing laser wavelength, but
this was not observed. Instead there are oscillations with wavelength in the relative trapped charge between
linear and circular polarization cases, which arise because of ionization and heating e↵ects on the plasma. Our
studies highlight the complex interplay between several di↵erent physical e↵ects, including injection regimes
— above threshold ionization assisted injection, wave-breaking injection by carrier-envelope-phase e↵ects
and ionization injection — ionization gradient induced self-compression and thermal modifications to the
wake structure that need considering when extrapolating laser wakefield acceleration to di↵erent wavelength
regimes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA)1 is a promising
alternative to large scale radio-frequency accelerators due
to its ultra-high accelerating gradients (⇠100 GeV/m)2.
The past two decades have witnessed many impor-
tant milestones for LWFA, including the famous “dream
beam” work reporting the first generation of quasi-
monoenergetic electron beams3–5, and the generation
of multi-GeV electron beams6–9. However, there are
still several aspects limiting its practical application to
be addressed10. For example, it is di�cult to further
increase beam energy beyond GeV, especially for the
goal of driving future colliders for high energy physics.
To push the electron energy up to TeV level, many
schemes have been conceived, such as the staging con-
cept based on multiple laser wakefield accelerators11,
and recently single-stage dephasingless LWFA based on
spatial-temporal control of the laser pulse has also been
proposed12–14.

Another limitation is the repetition rate of LWFA,
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mainly restricted by the repetition-rate of laser driver
technologies and the plasma target. Most experiments
are performed with ⇠ 1 µm lasers to date, but to achieve
the high repetition-rates required for applications, other
wavelength technologies may be required, and so it is
important to fully understand the implications of wave-
length on the plasma accelerator performance. Recently,
a significant progress has been made which reported sta-
ble generation of hundreds of MeV electron beams over
100,000 continuous shots at 1 Hz15, demonstrating the
robustness of LWFA as well as making it more appealing.
Moreover, many applications, such as seeding table-top
X-ray free electron laser16,17 and strong-field quantum
electrodynamics experiments18,19, require extremely high
electron beam quality in terms of energy spread, emit-
tance, dark current, etc. The electron beam quality has
a strong correlation with the dynamics of the electron
injection into the bubble and the subsequent accelera-
tion process. Thus, understanding and controlling of the
injection dynamics are crucial for advancing the develop-
ment of LWFA.

Because of the rapid development of ultra-intense fem-
tosecond laser systems20, LWFA is typically performed in
the nonlinear “bubble” regime21,22 owing to the desirable
linear longitudinal accelerating and transverse focusing
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fields. In an underdense plasma, the laser ponderomo-
tive force pushes background plasma electrons sideways,
producing a bubble-like plasma wave. Electrons with
su�cient longitudinal velocity could be trapped by the
plasma wave, resulting in so-called self-injection. The
wakefield is driven by the ponderomotive force, which
depends on the gradient of the laser intensity enve-
lope and thus has no dependence on laser polarization.
Therefore, it has been believed that the self-injection in
LWFA is polarization-independent with the evidence of
the isotropic electron beam profile and the associated
betatron X-ray beam profile23,24. However, at the very
early stage of a nonlinear LWFA with neutral gas target,
the laser pulse front ionizes the gas medium to gener-
ate the ambient plasma. Thus, ionization is involved.
It is clear that ionization is polarization-dependent due
to the well-known above threshold ionization25 (ATI)
process. In this process, electrons absorb more pho-
tons than needed to be released from the atom, result-
ing in a residual kinetic momentum and kinetic energy
gain. The transverse momentum gain can be expressed
as p? = mecai, where ai = eAi/mec is the normalized
laser vector potential when electrons were ionized. The
longitudinal momentum varies as pk = meca2i /2, and the
kinetic energy gain as Ekin ' pkc

26–28. The longitudinal
momentum and the kinetic energy gain depend on the
laser polarization as:

pk =
meca2i

2

(
sin2�0, for LP

1, for CP
(1)

where �0 is the laser phase, LP stands for linear polariza-
tion and CP stands for circular polarization. The resid-
ual momentum and energy of the electrons in the LP case
should vanish since electrons will always be released at
the crest of the electric field under the strong-field ioniza-
tion regime where ai = 0 due to the fact that the vector
potential is always ⇡/2 out of phase with the electric
field. While in the CP case, the vector potential never
vanishes but only rotates, thus always giving rise to mo-
mentum and kinetic energy gain. Moreover, the ATI pro-
cess has a strong dependence on the laser wavelength as
ai / �L. Therefore, for the same laser intensity, the ki-
netic energy gain of the ionized electrons, and hence the
plasma temperature (defined as the average kinetic en-
ergy per particle) can be enhanced with long-wavelength
laser pulses. It has previously been shown that an under-
lying thermal plasma distribution can significantly a↵ect
particle trapping and the maximum wave amplitude in
plasma accelerators29–38. It is therefore expected that
the ATI e↵ect should start modifying the plasma wake
structure and trapping conditions as the temperature in-
creases. Moreover, it has previously been shown that
ionization gradients can lead to self-compression of the
laser pulse39,40, which will also modify trapping condi-
tions. The interplay between all of these processes is
important to understanding the behavior of LWFA with
di↵erent wavelength driver pulses.

In this paper, we will examine how the polarization-
dependent ATI process and the laser wavelength a↵ect
the dynamics of electron injection and wakefield forma-
tion in LWFA through both experiments and numerical
simulations. The paper summarizes the work already
published in ref.41, with additional data not published
in that paper, and then extends the study through ex-
tensive particle-in-cell simulations to a broad range of
laser wavelengths. This paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the laser polarization and wavelength e↵ects of
the ATI process on the momentum and energy gain of
the ionized electrons, as well as on the plasma tempera-
ture, will be illustrated. Sec. III will give the comparison
of electron injection in LWFA with LP and CP lasers
for both experimental measurements and numerical sim-
ulations. In Sec. IV, we will demonstrate the interplay
between di↵erent injection mechanisms due to laser po-
larization and wavelength e↵ects. The conclusion will be
given in Sec. V.

II. ABOVE THRESHOLD IONIZATION WITH HELIUM
TARGETS

To illustrate the polarization e↵ects on the particle
momentum distribution after ionization, we performed
1D3V particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations by using the code
EPOCH42 with the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK)
ionization model43. The gas medium was neutral helium.
The ionization potential for the two helium electrons

are: e1 (He0 ! He+) 24.59 eV and e2 (He+ ! He2+)
54.42 eV, respectively. The ionization appearance in-
tensity is Iapp[W/cm2] = 8 ⇥ 109 E4

ion[eV]/Z2 = 7.3 ⇥
1014 [1.8⇥ 1016] for e1 [e2] according to the barrier sup-
pression ionization (BSI) model44. This corresponds to a
vector potential of ai(e1) ' 0.013 and ai(e2) ' 0.064 for
a CP laser with a wavelength of 800 nm, which gives a
kinetic energy of Ekin(e1) ' 0.2 keV and Ekin(e2) ' 1.1
keV.
Figure 1 shows the obvious di↵erence on the ionization

process due to the laser polarization state. As we can see
from the ionized electron density front for an LP laser in
Fig. 1(b), there are several discrete steps for both helium
electrons. The small regions between two neighboring
steps are where the electrons were released. These cor-
respond to the phase where the laser electric field is at
the maximum in each half-cycle, as shown in Fig 1(a).
In this case, the electric field crests are where the vector
potential ai = 0. Thus electrons gain no momentum and
energy according to Eq. (1). On the contrary, the elec-
tron density fronts in the CP laser case are continuous, as
shown in Fig. 1(d), due to the continuous overall electric
field in Fig. 1(c). Electrons will always gain momentum
and energy since the vector potential will be non-zero
when they were released. The comparisons of the resid-
ual transverse momentum and kinetic energy gain after
the electrons left the laser field are given in Fig. 1(e)41.
One can see a clear spiral pattern for the momentum
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FIG. 1. Polarization-dependent ionization 1D PIC simu-
lations. (a) and (b) show the laser pulse front and ionized
electron density fronts for the LP case. (c) and (d) show the
laser pulse front and ionized electron density fronts for the CP
case. (e) gives the kinetic energy gain of the two electrons in
both LP and CP cases. The inset of (e) shows the correspond-
ing phase space of transverse and longitudinal momenta. In
these simulations, the laser pulses have a wavelength of 800
nm, a peak intensity of 1⇥1018 W/cm2, the plasma densities
are as low as 1 ⇥ 106 cm�3 to minimize collective e↵ects in
the plasma.

phase space distributions (px, py, pz) for the CP case and
a resulting kinetic energy gain on the order of keVs, which
agrees with the BSI estimation. One should note that,
the transverse momentum and kinetic energy gain for
the LP case is not completely zero, due to a phase mis-
match on the laser field front25 (Fig. 1(a)) which can be
confirmed by the finite width steps on the density front
(Fig. 1(b)).

As we have discussed above, the laser wavelength has
a strong influence on the ATI process hence the kinetic
energy gain of the ionized electrons as well as the plasma
temperature. This was also confirmed by 1D PIC simula-
tions, as shown in Fig. 2. We examined the peak kinetic
energies for the two helium electrons for the CP case
with wavelengths of 0.8, 2.0, 4.0 and 10 µm, which agree
well with the theoretical predictions. We also compared
the overall plasma temperature contributed by both elec-
trons between CP and LP cases. For all wavelengths, the
plasma temperature for CP case is always approximately
an order of magnitude higher than that in the LP case.
Meanwhile, the longer the laser wavelength, the higher

FIG. 2. Wavelength e↵ects on kinetic energy gain and
plasma temperature. The red solid and dashed lines repre-
sent the theoretical predictions of the kinetic energy gain for
the two helium electrons, while the red diamonds and stars
are from simulations. The purple solid and dashed line show
the plasma temperature for CP and LP cases, respectively.
The inset figures show the energy distributions of the ionized
electrons with four di↵erent wavelengths for both CP and LP
cases. All the simulation parameters, except for the laser
wavelength, are the same as those in Fig. 1.

the resulting kinetic energy and plasma temperature. It
is worth noting that the plasma temperature for a CP
10 µm laser, for example, is on the order of 100 keV.
This temperature is remarkably high, approaching the
rest mass energy of the electrons, and results in signifi-
cant thermal modifications to the bulk plasma dynamics.

III. POLARIZATION EFFECTS ON SELF-INJECTION
WITH 800 NM LASERS

The polarization e↵ects of the ATI process on the mo-
mentum and energy gain of the ionized electrons is clearly
illustrated in Sec. II. In this section, we would like to in-
vestigate whether such e↵ects would play a role in LWFA
with the most prevailing laser wavelength of 800 nm.
A series of PIC simulations were performed to examine

the polarization e↵ects on both the plasma physics and
the ionization physics during LWFA with CP and LP
drive lasers, using the quasi-3D code FBPIC45. Detailed
simulations parameters can be found in Ref.41.
The polarization e↵ects on plasma dynamics were il-

lustrated in Fig. 3, where Fig. 3(a) compares the wake
potentials between the CP (top half) and LP (bottom
half) cases, Fig. 3(b) compares the laser pulse intensity
evolution between the two cases with a series of di↵er-
ent plasma densities. As mentioned above, the wakefield
is driven by the polarization-independent ponderomotive
force and for 800 nm the induced plasma temperature is
still relatively low. So we would expect the same wake-
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FIG. 3. (a) Comparison of the wake potential between CP
(upper) and LP (lower) cases. The simulation parameters are:
�L = 800 nm, aLP

0 =
p
2 aCP

0 = 1.6, w0 = 26 µm, He gas
density nHe = 2.0 ⇥ 1018cm�3. (b) Comparison of the peak
laser intensity evolution between CP (upper) and LP (lower)
cases for a series of plasma densities. Other parameters are
the same as in (a).

field structures, which can be confirmed by Fig. 3(a), in
which the wake potentials for CP and LP cases are al-
most identical. This indicates the plasma response to
the laser pulses are the same. On the other hand, the
evolution of the laser pulse intensity demonstrates the
response of the laser pulse to the plasma. As we can see
from Fig. 3(b), in a wide plasma density range, the dif-
ference of laser intensity evolution between CP and LP
cases is only about 0.4%. Therefore, the laser polariza-
tion shows no significant impact on plasma dynamics in
LWFA.

However, for the same simulations, we observed di↵er-
ent self-injection phenomena, as shown in Fig. 4(a), in
which we can see obvious electron injection with a CP
laser while almost no injection is observed with an LP
laser. Furthermore, we studied the di↵erence between
CP and LP cases with pre-ionized plasma, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). With pre-ionized plasma, the laser polariza-
tion doesn’t a↵ect the bubble structure and the injection
significantly. Moreover, the fact that there is no signifi-
cant di↵erence between the cases of neutral helium and
pre-ionized plasma in LP case indicates that ionization
physics itself plays no significant role in injection in the
case of low-Z material targets. This is di↵erent from the
well-known ionization injection regime46–48 with mid-Z
materials such as nitrogen and oxygen in which case the
ionization happens inside the plasma bubble. Therefore,
it is the polarization-dependent ionization that domi-
nates the injection seen in the case of a CP laser with
neutral helium targets.

To better understand the injection dynamics, we ex-
amined the initial position of the injected electrons in
the co-moving frame. It turns out that in the CP case
the trapped electrons originate from a spiral structure at
the evolving ionization front and the projection in the
transverse plane is a ring with a width of approximately

FIG. 4. Comparison of plasma density distribution with
(a) neutral He gas and (b) pre-ionized plasma between CP
(upper) and LP (lower) cases. The simulation parameters
are the same as those in Fig. 3(a) for the neutral He case,
while in the pre-ionized plasma case, the plasma density is
ne = 2nHe = 4 ⇥ 1018cm�3. (c) and (d) show the injected
electron beam charge in parameter spaces of (a0, ne) and
(a0, w0), respectively. In (c), the laser spot size was fixed
as w0 = 26 µm, while in (d), the helium density was fixed
at nHe = 1.5 ⇥ 1018 cm�3. Each gray cross represents two
di↵erent simulations runs with either CP or LP lasers and
otherwise the same parameters.

1 µm and a diameter close to the laser spot size. In con-
trast, the trapped electrons in the LP case originate from
the vicinity of only two particular angles in the polariza-
tion plane41. The spiral structure in the CP case occurs
because the transverse vector potential at ionization in-
duces an asymmetry to the electron orbits that follow the
bubble sheath. At a certain time, the initial positions of
the trapped electrons are all located within a small az-
imuthal angle where the vector potential points toward
the axial axis. As the vector potential rotates, a spiral
structure forms. In fact, the two-angle feature in the
LP case indicates that the injection mechanism is funda-
mentally di↵erent from the typical self-injection regime,
in which electrons are pushed by the ponderomotive force
and originate from any angle which eventually results in
an isotropic distribution. Moreover, approximately 100%
of the injected electrons come from e2 for the CP case,
while only about 75% for the LP case. Thus, the sce-
nario of electron injection with a CP laser is completely
di↵erent from the case of an LP laser.

The role of the polarization-dependent ionization can
be even better illustrated in more broad parameter
spaces. We explored the the di↵erence of the injected
beam charge and the injection threshold between CP
and LP cases with neutral helium in parameter spaces
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of (a0, ne) and (a0, w0), as shown in Fig. 4(c)41 and (d),
respectively. Both of these two 2D parameter spaces cor-
respond to a 1D space of the ratio of laser power over
critical power for self-guiding as P/Pc / a20w

2
0ne, where

Pc[GW] = 17.4 (nc/ne).49 For almost all the simula-
tion runs, we observed a higher beam charge in the CP
case. Besides, the required laser power for the same beam
charge was lowered for the CP case. This demonstrated
that the injection threshold can be lowered by using CP
lasers. It also indicates a new injection mechanism due to
the polarization-dependent ATI process. We shall refer
it to “ATI injection” from now on.

The simulation results were further confirmed by ex-
periments performed at the HERCULES laser facility at
the Gérard Mourou Center for Ultrafast Optical Science
at the University of Michigan41. To switch the laser po-
larization between LP and CP, a quarter-wave plate made
of mica with a thickness 40 µm was placed into the beam
path before an f/20 o↵-axis parabolic mirror. The polar-
ization can be easily switched without changing the laser
intensity and focus quality by rotating the wave plate by
45 degrees. The target was pure helium filled in a 3D-
printed gas cell50 to avoid potential self-injection caused
by plasma density ripples51.

Figure. 5(a)41 shows the comparison of injected beam
charge as a function of plasma density between CP and
LP cases with the same laser power of P = 50.4 ± 5.4
TW. The density threshold for injection in CP and LP
cases are 2.7 ⇥ 1018cm�3 and 3.2 ⇥ 1018cm�3, respec-
tively. This corresponds to a lowered threshold ratio of
P/Pc = 4.6 for the CP case from P/Pc = 5.5 for the
LP case. Figures 5(b) shows the total electron beam
charge with two di↵erent laser power at 50.4 ± 5.4 TW
and 68.3± 6.1 TW. In both cases, CP results in a higher
beam charge. For the low power case, the beam charges
with LP and CP lasers are 1.5±0.7 pC and 8.6±2.3 pC,
respectively. In the high power case, the beam charges
are 10.9 ± 3.0 pC and 50.0 ± 5.9 pC for LP and CP, re-
spectively. The inset figures highlight the comparison of
electron beam reproducibilities with CP and LP at the
same plasma density of ne = (3.8± 0.4)⇥ 1018 cm�3 for
the two laser power cases. The reproducibility improve-
ment with CP is obvious for both laser powers. It should
be noted that, in addition to the laser power and polar-
ization, the data set (IV) has a di↵erent gas cell to that
used for data sets (I-III). Although the measured plasma
density was nominally the same, it is possible that the
di↵erences between the gas cells also contributed to the
di↵erences between data sets (III) and (IV). The direct
comparison between data sets (I) and (II) published in
our paper41 used the same gas cell with data taken on
the same day, switching between polarizations to ensure
a well controlled test. This additional data comparison
of data sets (III) and (IV), while not as well controlled,
nevertheless is consistent with the conclusions supported
by data sets (I) and (II).

Moreover, the di↵erent transverse momentum and ki-
netic energy gain due to di↵erent laser polarization will

FIG. 5. (a) Injected electron beam charge as a function
of plasma density with fixed laser power. (b) Total electron
beam charge at two di↵erent values of laser power for both LP
and CP cases. In the box-plot, white dashed lines represent
the mean measured charges, while black lines represent the
medians, and 50% of the data are inside the boxes. The in-
set figures show the electron spectra of a series of consecutive
shots with low laser power (I and II) and high laser power
(III and IV) for LP and CP cases, respectively, with fixed
plasma density. Note that, except for the laser power and po-
larization, I, II and III have identical conditions, while IV was
performed with a new gas cell but with the same measured
plasma density.

result in di↵erent plasma temperatures52,53, which can be
determined from the time-integrated XUV photon emis-
sion. With the electron spectra in Fig. 1(g), we sim-
ulated the XUV spectra with the atomic physics code
SCRAM54. The atomic simulation results show that CP
always results in more photon emission41. This was also
confirmed by the experimental measurement with a flat-
field XUV spectrometer55 with various gas pressures41.
It is worth noting that, although a CP laser leads to a
higher plasma temperature, it is not the main reason for
the injection in CP case with 800 nm lasers. Plasma
temperature e↵ects will be discussed in detail in Sec. IV.

IV. LASER WAVELENGTH EFFECTS ON THE
INTERPLAY OF INJECTION MECHANISMS

In Sec. III, we have demonstrated the role of the
polarization-dependent ATI process on electron self-
injection. Because of the phase-dependent ionization pro-
cess and the higher momenta and kinetic energy gain, a
CP laser can lead to a di↵erent self-injection mechanism
due to the non-vanishing vector potential and reduce the
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injection threshold. The ATI process also has a strong
dependence on laser wavelength, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
As the laser wavelength increases, the kinetic energy of
ionized electrons as well as the plasma temperature in-
creases non-linearly. We would expect a more dominant
“ATI injection” in the long wavelength regime. Thus, we
scaled the PIC simulations in Fig. 4 to long wavelength
laser drivers (up to 20 µm).

The basic principles to scale LWFA to long wavelength
are as follows:

1. Maintain the ratio of the plasma density to critical
density as a constant, ne/nc = const.

2. Maintain the pulse duration over the plasma wave-
length as a constant, ⌧L/�p = const.

3. Scale the laser spot size over the plasma wavelength
as a constant, w0/�p = const.

4. Maintain the laser power over the critical power for
self-guiding as a constant, P/Pc = const.

5. The plasma density, laser pulse duration, and the
laser spot size only scale with laser wavelength
(laser frequency), thus for the same P/Pc, a0 stays
the same.

Then we choose one parameter set from the map in
Fig. 4(c) where aLP

0 = 1.6, ne = 4.0 ⇥ 1018 cm�3 as
references to scale to long wavelength with both CP and
LP lasers. For all simulations, the spatial and temporal
resolution are fixed as dz = �L/32, dr = �L/3, dt =
TL/32, the number of particles per cell is fixed as 16,
the number of modes is fixed as 2, the moving window
size is fixed as 62.5 �L ⇥ 150 �L in z and r directions,
respectively.

As a result, the evolution of the injected electron beam
charge as a function of laser wavelength for LP and CP
cases are given in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The
correlation of beam charge and laser wavelength is more
complex than a linear relationship due to plasma tem-
perature increase56. Figure 6(c) summarizes the nor-
malized charge comparison between CP and LP cases for
all laser wavelengths. Surprisingly, the relative impor-
tance of polarization oscillates between CP and LP, from
which we can identify distinct wavelength regimes. As
we have discussed above in Sec. III, CP corresponds to
a higher normalized beam charge (QCP /(QCP +QLP ) '
70%) in the case of 800 nm lasers; and in the case of
�L 2 [8.0 � 10.0] µm and �L > 17.5 µm, the normal-
ized beam charge in CP cases reaches approximately
100%. While in the case of �L 2 [4.5 � 6.0] µm and
�L 2 [14.0 � 16.0] µm, the normalized beam charge in
LP cases also reaches approximately 100%. This might
indicate a more complicated injection mechanism rather
than the typical self-injection and the “ATI injection” as
discussed above.

Before elucidating the injection mechanisms, we first
examined the plasma density distribution for several dif-
ferent laser wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 7(a)-(j). As

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

FIG. 6. Evolution of injected electron beam charges as a
function of laser wavelength for (a) LP and (b) CP cases,
respectively. (c) Normalized charge comparison between CP
and LP as a function of laser wavelength. The beam charges
for all simulations are extracted at the same time step at
t = 3000 TL. There are five distinct regions where either the
charge is larger for CP or LP, which are identified R1-R5.

the laser wavelength increases, the bubble shape changes
significantly; the di↵erence between CP and LP cases
for the same wavelength becomes more and more pro-
nounced. For the short wavelength case, see Fig. 7(a)
with �L = 0.8 µm, the bubble structures are quite sim-
ilar between CP and LP cases, as we have discussed in
Sec. III, although the ionization front for CP falls be-
hind slightly due to a slightly higher ionization threshold
on electric field. As we continue to increase the laser
wavelength, a double-layered bubble sheath emerges, as
in Fig. 7(b) - (f). This also corresponds to a density
decrease on the bubble sheath. In addition, the sec-
ond ionization front falls behind even more for the CP
cases compared with the LP cases. For laser wavelength
�L & 12.5 µm, the bubble structure starts shrinking
and is almost invisible for the CP cases. Eventually the
bubble structure vanishes for the LP cases as well for
�L & 16.5 µm. Figure 7(k) and (l) compares the bub-
ble width as a function of laser wavelength for CP and
LP cases, respectively. At the short wavelength limit,
the bubble sheath has high density spikes and a narrow
width. As the laser wavelength increases, the sheath den-
sity decreases and the width increases mainly due to the
high plasma temperature, especially for the CP cases.
Notably the laser wavelength threshold of bubble vanish-
ing for CP is lower than LP. That is mainly due to the
di↵erent laser intensity evolution so that LP results in a
higher laser intensity.
Now, we will elucidate the injection mechanisms for
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FIG. 7. (a)-(j) Laser wavelength e↵ects on the plasma distribution between CP and LP cases. All snapshots were taken at
the same time step at t = 1500 TL. (k) and (l) show the plasma bubble width as a function of laser wavelength for CP and LP
cases, respectively. All lineouts are taken at the same location as indicated by the vertical dashed lines in (a)-(j).

FIG. 8. (a) Evolution of normalized peak laser intensities with 4 di↵erent laser wavelength at 5, 10, 15 and 20 µm. The
corresponding plasma density distributions and initial radial positions for the injected electrons are given in in (b) - (e). For
each of them, (I) and (II) give the density distribution for both e1 (upper) and e2 (lower) for the CP and LP cases, respectively.
(III) and (IV) show the distribution as the initial radial position of the injected electrons for CP and LP case, respectively.

di↵erent wavelength regimes R2-R5 in Fig. 6(c); the first
region R1 at short wavelength has been discussed in
Sec. III. To characterize these regions, we further inves-
tigated the simulations at wavelengths of 5, 10, 15 and
20 µm, which are characteristic of the behavior in the
regions R2, R3, R4 and R5 respectively. Figure 8(a)
compares the peak laser intensities between CP and LP
for those wavelengths. There are several obvious features
that can be observed. First, the laser intensity for CP is
higher than that in LP, especially when injection starts
(⇠ 1300 TL for all the 4 wavelength), except for the case
of �L = 20 µm. Second, the longer the laser wavelength,
the lower the peak laser intensity when injection hap-
pens. Third, the case of �L = 5 µm displays a second
intensity peak.

For the case of �L = 5 µm (region R2) in which LP re-
sults in higher electron beam charge, the injection mech-
anisms for CP and LP cases are di↵erent. In fact, there
are two injection mechanisms occurring in the LP case,

while only one in the CP case. The injection in the CP
case and the first injection of the LP case starts around
roughly the same time and all the electrons are from e2,
which indicates that the mechanism for this injection is
due to ATI. The second injection in the LP case happens
much later than that in the CP case, as can be seen from
the comparison of the beam positions in the plasma bub-
ble in Fig. 8(b) (I) and (II), around the starting point
of the second laser intensity peak. This peak is mainly
due to the self-steepening of the laser pulse due to the
ionization front erosion39,40 and resulting notable carrier-
envelope-phase (CEP) e↵ects. Such e↵ects are more pro-
nounced in region R2 than that in region R1. And CEP
e↵ects cause the asymmetry of the bubble structure that
leads to injection in LP case since the asymmetry is in
the plane of the laser polarization57,58. CP lasers su↵er
less from the CEP e↵ects due to the fact that the electric
field rotates transversely, thus no injection happens due
to CEP e↵ects for CP. Note that the beam charge due
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to the ATI process is negligible compared to that of the
CEP e↵ects for LP.

For the case of �L = 10 µm (region R3), we observed
more injected beam charge in the CP case. In both CP
and LP cases, the injected electrons are almost com-
pletely from e2, which indicates the injection is domi-
nated by the ATI process for both. The situation in the
LP case here is slightly di↵erent from the LP case of 800
nm, as in that case there is a significant number of elec-
trons from e1. The di↵erence is mainly due to the higher
temperature e↵ects which will be discussed in detail later
in this section.

For the case of �L = 15 µm (region R4), there is no
injection observed in the CP case. The injection in the
LP case is a result of a combination of ATI injection,
thermal injection and the influence of the laser intensity
evolution. As one can see from Fig. 8(a), the CP laser in-
tensity drops quickly after the the first peak, while the LP
laser intensity maintains relatively high for a much longer
time. When injection happens around t = 1300 TL in
the LP case, the CP laser intensity is already lower than
the initial intensity, thus results in no injection. Mean-
while, the injected electrons for LP case are all from e2,
indicates the injection mechanism as ATI injection and
thermal e↵ects.

For the case of �L = 20 µm (region R5), we only ob-
served injection in the CP case, and all the injected elec-
trons resulted from e2. As we have discussed above that
the electric field strength hence the laser intensity thresh-
old for ATI scales with laser wavelength as EL / a0/�L.
For the same electric field strength, the increase of the
laser wavelength corresponds to an increase of the laser
intensity. For �L = 20 µm, the required normalized laser
intensity to ionize e2 is ai ' 1.6 (for CP) which is slightly
higher than the initial laser intensity. That means in
this case, electrons can only be released at the peak of
the laser pulse intensity profile. This is the basic sce-
nario for ionization injection46–48. As we can see from
the plasma distribution in Fig. 8(e)(I), the plasma wave
is mainly made of e1, while electrons from e2 are well
confined around the peak location of the laser pulse and
the rear of the bubble, indicating ionization injection.
In addition, we examined the initial radial positions of
the injected electrons, as shown in Fig. 8(e)(III). All the
injected electrons are from a much smaller initial radial
position, comparing from the cases of other wavelength
in Fig. 8(b)-(d). This indicates the fact that they were
ionized around the peak of the laser pulse, which is a di-
rect evidence of ionization injection. Ionization injection
has a negligible dependence on laser polarization, thus we
should be able to observe injection in the LP case as well.
However, as shown in Fig. 8(a), the LP laser intensity in
this case is lower than that of the CP case, thus no e2
electrons can be released. Ionization injection has to the
best of our knowledge not been reported as the main in-
jection mechanism with 800 nm lasers with low Z target
gases such as hydrogen and helium. That is mainly due
to the fact that the ATI threshold intensity can be easily

achieved at the laser pulse front for TW level lasers.
We have briefly mentioned plasma temperature e↵ects

on injection; here we take the case of �L = 10 µm as
an example to elucidate the temperature e↵ects. Ther-
mal e↵ects are known to limit the wave amplitude and
a↵ect the trapping condition29–38, and so as the temper-
ature increases due to ATI, we should expect the trapped
charge to be influenced by thermal e↵ects. Figure 9
demonstrates the comparison of four di↵erent cases with
CP and LP lasers, neutral helium and pre-ionized cold
plasma targets. With neutral helium targets, both CP
and LP results in beam injection, as shown in Fig. 9(a)
and (b), while the total beam charge is higher in the
CP case. This is mainly due to the ATI process, as dis-
cussed above. However, in the case with pre-ionized cold
plasma, no injection is observed with either CP or LP
lasers. There is almost no di↵erence in the plasma den-
sity distribution, as we can see from Fig. 9(g) and (h).
For the cases with LP laser, neutral helium target re-
sults in clear injection, see Fig. 9(b), comparing with the
pre-ionized plasma case in Fig. 9(d). The comparison of
the corresponding transverse plasma density distribution
shows clearly the decrease of the bubble sheath density
and the increase of bubble sheath thickness, as shown in
Fig. 9(f) and (h). This is mainly due to the considerable
plasma temperature at long wavelength due to ATI, as
shown in Fig. 2. As in the case of CP with neutral he-

FIG. 9. Comparison of plasma density distributions among
4 di↵erence cases with the same laser wvaelength as �L =
10 µm: (a) with CP laser and neutral gas target, (b) LP laser
and neutral gas target, (c) CP laser and pre-ionized plasma
and (d) LP laser with pre-ionized plasma. The snapshots are
taken at the same time step at t = 1300 TL. (e) - (f) show
the density lineouts corresponding to a longitudinal location
indicted by the dashed line for the cases in (a) - (d). In (e) and
(f), the density profile contributed by two helium electrons
were given separately.
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TABLE I. Summary of the mechanisms a↵ecting electron injection for both LP and CP cases in the distinct regions identified
in Fig. 6.

Region LP CP

R1 Weak ATI assisted injection ATI assisted injection

R2
Ionization pulse steepening / CEP oscillation Ionization pulse steepening /

& ATI assisted injection Reduced ATI assisted injection

R3 ATI assisted injection & strong thermal e↵ects ATI assisted injection & strong thermal e↵ects

R4 ATI assisted injection & strong thermal e↵ects Injection suppressed as wake amplitude diminished

R5 Injection suppressed as wake amplitude diminished Ionization injection

lium, due to the extremely hot temperature, ⇠100 keV,
the density spike almost completely disappeared, as we
can see from Fig. 9(e). Thus, the comparison between the
cases of neutral helium and pre-ionized cold plasma with
long laser wavelength, as well as the comparison between
cases of short and long laser wavelength with neutral he-
lium targets illustrates the modification of the injection
mechanism by thermal e↵ects.

Table I summarizes these main physical processes con-
tributing to electron injection mechanisms in the regimes
identified in Fig. 6.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the role of laser po-
larization and wavelength on the electron injection mech-
anisms in LWFA. The laser polarization e↵ects are pri-
marily due to the ATI process. We revealed a distinc-
tive injection mechanism with CP laser due to the non-
vanishing phase-dependent vector potential and higher
momentum and kinetic energy gain due to ATI, com-
pared with the case of a LP laser. Such a mechanism was
confirmed by experimental observations that CP laser en-
hanced the injected beam charge and lowered the injec-
tion threshold at a laser wavelength of 800 nm, together
with the evidence of a higher plasma temperature with
XUV measurements.

As the laser wavelength increases, wavelength e↵ects
on electron injection emerge due to the strong correla-
tion between ATI processes and the laser wavelength.
The laser wavelength also a↵ects the laser pulse evolu-
tion in plasma and the plasma temperature, which also
play significant roles in electron injection. In the laser
wavelength range of 0.8 - 20 µm, we discovered an inter-
esting phenomenon that the injected beam charge com-
parison between LP and CP cases perform periodic os-
cillations where LP and CP both dominate certain wave-
length ranges. Such oscillations highlight the interplay
between several di↵erent injection regimes, including ATI
injection, injection by CEP e↵ects, ionization injection
and thermal e↵ects.

Therefore, our study sheds light on the understand-
ing of the complexity of electron injection dynamics in a
laser wakefield accelerator by illustrating several di↵erent

injection mechanisms due to the laser polarization and
wavelength e↵ects. This could be crucial for generating
high quality and highly controllable electron beams for
various applications. Tuning both the driving wavelength
and the polarization of the laser may enable precise con-
trol of the generated electron beam properties.
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